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ABSTRACT
This study documented the different dances of the Bukidnon and Menuvu Indigenous
groups in the province of Bukidnon. This study identifies the different dances of the Bukidnon
and Menuvu indigenous tribes. Specifically, sought to answer the following questions: 1. What
are the identifying characteristics of Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous tribes in terms of :
Costumes, Accessories and designs, Musicality and instrumentations, Props, Steps and figures
and Is there a significant difference in the characteristics of Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous
tribes in terms of : Costumes, accessories and designs, Musicality and instruments, Props
Steps and figures
This study used the historical method to make a careful investigation of the facts
concerning the past Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous groups. Descriptive method was also
used for costumes, props, movements and interpretations of beliefs and traditions from dances.
Moreover, the participant-observer technique was employed with immersion activity to
identified tribes to familiarize the Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous groups. This is one way of
knowing more the identified tribes’ ways of living, practices and use of instruments for a colorful
presentation.
Recording of the dance and analysis was done using the interpretation of the persons
interviewed to preserve the authenticity of the dance. The researcher being not an expert of the
field, identify a person who are well verse of the tribes to help in the interpretation of figure and
steps as performed by dancers from the different indigenous groups.
Keywords: Dance, Bukidnon, Menuvu

INTRODUCTION

Dance is an expression of one’s emotion. This is the output of how a performer, trainer
and director conceptualize the beat and rhythm produce by instruments as background music. It
is enhanced by external factor such as social problem and existing fad and fashion of every
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generation. Dance in the light of cultural preservation, authenticity plays a vital role in such a
way that what had been practiced and performed by the past ancestors should not be modified
and changed. For the Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous tribes, performed dances during
activities as invited or as they celebrate their gathering which is the kaamulan depict the
similarities of their cultural identities like their lifestyles, beliefs, traditions and practices that
describe the backgrounds of each of these tribes.
These tribes exist in the different parts of the province and slowly diminishing its culture
because of the existence of new concepts and technology. This modernization introduces new
knowledge that contribute to some changes and modification on the original practices of the past
ancestors of Bukidnon and Menuvu tribes through dances. According to Laipply (2007) because
of the intermingling that occurs over various periods of time, the original dance form is often
lost. This is due to the nature, ability, efforts and experiences of the dancer and the background
and conditions from period to period. Yagi (1984) added that these factors greatly affect the final
form of the dance.
After many decades existing as a tribe in the province, only a few from the said place was
able to document some dance of the Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous tribes. Translating all
their movements and practices into dance steps and figures and even to put all their actions,
movements and performances into exact words, phrases to sentences and paragraph to produces a
dance literature. There are existing researches on Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous tribes but
not purely on documenting the steps and figure and come up with dance literature.
This research would help dance directors identify authentic dances of the Talaandig and
Menuvu. This can guide instructors in teaching the original meaning of gestures, figures, steps,
costuming, colors, designs, props, accessories and the story behind the presentation of culture
through dances as written in the dance literature where readers are guided how to execute the
figures and steps, proper costuming, use of props and accessories and musicality
In order for this study to be successful, the researcher has to follow the usual procedures
in asking permission to pursue the research. Visitations to the sites where we can find these
tribes will be done with the permission from the Office of the NCIP and the tribal chieftain
through the Municipal mayors. Traditional way of accepting visitors will be respected by doing
some rituals and offering of required things asked by the tribe.
METHODOLOGY
This study used the historical method which applies a careful investigation of the facts
concerning the original Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous groups. Descriptive method was used
for costumes, props, movements and interpretations of beliefs and traditions from
dances.Moreover, the participant-observer technique will be employed and do immersion to
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identified tribes to familiarize the Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous groups. This is one way of
knowing more the identified tribes’ ways of living, practices and use of instruments for a colorful
presentation. Recording of dances and analysis was done using the interpretation of the persons
interviewed to preserve the authenticity of the dance. The researcher being not an expert of the
field identified a person who is well verse of the tribes to help in the interpretation of figure and
steps as performed by dancers from the different indigenous groups.
For Ethical considerations
The researchers had to seek the free prior informed consent (FPIC) undergone the ritual
“pamalas” as practiced by the indigenous groups and after the ritual, the interview started with
identification of the oldest person and the performers of the group. Group discussion with a little
enjoyment through wines was done to let the group dance not only talk and tell what their dances
all about. The researcher identified somebody from the group-respondents if the terms used need
to be interpreted. Recordings, interview, observations, actual participation of dancing to the
group were some of the instruments used to gather information and exact figures and steps of the
dances included in this research.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Bukidnon dances differ in what activity or program will the performer do their movements
whether to mimic animals and human, rituals or welcoming dance.
“Tinakembo” is a dance showing how the Talaandig use a musical instrument
“takembo”. This is commonly used in the farm which they believe that the sound of the
“takembo” would help them drive away the pest because the tone irritates the insects. This is
similar to “saluray” dance which uses a bamboo instrument with two strings beside a hole at the
middle portion of the bamboo node but this is truck with a piece of carved stick instead of the
finger to produce sounds or music. Talaandig usually present this dance with chants to ask, to
beg and to heal the farm from pest and drive all pests through calling the spirits that guard the
planted vegetables and trees and the spirits in the land.
Another dance is entitled “Kanimbahi or Tagwahaponan”. It is a ritual dance for an
Expectant mother, this ritual dance is done to ask for blessings primarily for the child in the
womb. It is their belief that if the baby is a boy, it has great chance of becoming the datu of the
tribe or a warrior. The child will bring good leadership and progress to the group if it passes
through the ritual “ tagwahaponan” The ritual is always done in the afternoon in the belief that
the guardian spirit being invoked who resides in the core of the ocean, blesses only in the
afternoon.
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Andalugong of the bukidnon-higa-onon. Is a dance usually done before or during the
delivery of a mother and is done to represent the presence of the Magbabaya. Representing him
is “Andalugong” a pole with a small piece of white cloth at the top. It is planted near the ladder
of the house of the expectant mother to drive away bad spirits and to inform people that
somebody is on delivery. Andalugong is a representation of the God they believe that would
blessed the expectant mother and to give what they want to become for the child.
Moreover, another dance performed by the Bukidnon-Higaonnon tribe is entitled
Balighot (meaning knot) a tied bunch of grass is also located further from the pole as a warming
that nobody should enter the house during the ritual. The mother should be three months along in
her pregnancy or even nearing delivery when his ritual is done. From the time of the ritual, the
child is considered a person with the possibility of becoming a leader like a Datu if male or a
Bae if female. For this reason, the mother is given two shares of food. A small table (bangkaso),
which serves as an altar made of specific kind of wood, is decked with colors, hanging and plants
such as Kilala, Manganbangon or Dongan. On it are placed beads known as Paulang spread
mat, Betel nut quid. Nearby are chicken to be sacrificed, the blood sprinkled on the Bankaso. The
food is cooked and the portion placed on the altar must be eaten only by the couple concerned
and all of it before midnight. Priests officiate and chant during the rites.
Higa-onon performed a dance entitled tado . It is a dance showing the use of candle
Made of pure honey comb during the ritual of kanimbahi. This unusual touch of candle called
Tado, is lighted the whole day till the sun sets to the west. The higa-onon believe that the lighted
candle would help expectant mother born the baby with safe, away from bad spirits and clear
future and become the great leader or a bae of the upcoming generations.
Finally, the Bukidnon-Talaandig performed a Pamintok dance which is a classification
of “Dugso” dance created out of the action “pintok”, the snapping of the center finger and the
thumb to produce a sound. The sound is intended to call the spirit of the wind and stamping of
the feet to call the spirit on the ground, their chants calls the spirits anywhere else to help drive
away bad karma, call for guidance and ask for blessings for abundance and success. This dance
is usually seen during programs and activities that welcome the visitors and honoured officials of
the province may it be local, national or international.
On the other hand, the Menuvu perform movements that depict their practices, the same
with the Bukidnon this tribe are fond of mimicking animals and insects and even human during
harvest or planting and even fishing. One of the dances that the menuvu perform is Binaylan, it
is a dance with ceremonial connotation performed by the Umajamnen Tribe of Salorengan,
Cabanglasan. It is a dance depicting a binaylan (dance of the priest) either binaylan hubahi
(priestly dance of a woman) or binaylan hu maama (priestly dance of man). It has three parts,
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the first part shows how women of Salorengan travel from the sitio to the Cabanglasan proper
bringing with them their goods in preparation for a celebration, and the second part is purely
binaylan. This part shows how the priests in their tribes perform ceremonies like “pasasalamat”
(thanks giving,) “pamalas” (to drive away bad entities), pamugaw” (to drive away bad spirits or
bad karma), healing, and or asking for guidance and blessings.
The Menuvu- Anggan tribe usually performs “Laguras or Lagudas”, it is a ritual dance
done by the Angaan tribe, a menuvu indigenous group of Damulog, Bukidnon. It is usually done
to ask blessings and forgiveness and to heal sick and evil possessed individual. This is a dance
of all ladies forming circles around the sick person and does the different basic steps of lagudas.
All the tribes of Menuvu tribes usually entertain their visitors by performing the Manak-anas is
a dance mimicking the mother as she takes care of the baby like looking for food and taking a
bath and washes the baby in the river. This dance is usually done by the tribe when they have
celebrations and presentations to welcome their visitors and guest.
Moreover, Menuvu-omajamnen performs the Asbong, it is a basket where they place
the head of a pig which is suspended in their sacred altar called “Sangkao”. This dance show
how the ladies of Salerongan, Cabanglasan carry and brought with them some goods while they
travel through the rough trails of the mountains. This is seen during festivals and spiritual related
activities. This dance was crafted through observations on the movements of the ladies while
they are bringing with them the asbong..
Another dance that the menuvu usually performs in gathering is the “Saluray-kudlong”
is a courtship dance known to all Menuvu tribe particularly the “Tiguahanon and Matigsalug”.
This dance took identity from the instruments being used while performing and these are
“saluray”- a bamboo section fashioned out as guitar used by the females and “kudlong” is a
wooden guitar used in accompaniment for dancing. This dance is usually done during festivities,
celebrations and to welcome also visitors. The identified indigenous groups made some chants or
sing some sons to enhance the presentation. Furthermore, Kayametan is a dance of Matigusalug
and Tigwahanon on mimicking a Forest bird (Tungkago) resembling a hornbill, with the dancer
holding her forefingers to the sides of her nose. This dance is usually presented by the group to
some activities and festivals or celebration of the tribe.
DISCUSSION
Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous tribes performed different dance according to what
activity these tribes are doing eitherdo have similarities in their characteristics as presented in
their dances. This simply implies that Bukidnon regardless of what group a person belongs,
he/she knew his identity and that is being a Bukidnon. In terms of dancing, both tribes start at the
left foot as they start doing their figures and steps. These indigenous tribes in terms of musical
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instruments don’t have big difference but only on the beat and rhythm as they play the
instrument were they differ. This simply means that all tribes identify bantula, dabakan or
kalatung, kulintangan, gong and bamboo flutes as their common instruments but they do have
their own tribal identity on beats and rhythm as reflected on how they move and work in terms of
body movements and personality.
Moreover, Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous tribes differ in terms of costumes and
designs, Bukidnons like the Higa-onon, Talaandig and Bukidnon groups find their dress as
ankle long gown and long pants with vertical lines as dominant symbol with triangles and
dominant color is red, black and white. While the Menuvu namely, Menuvu, Tigwahanon and
Matigsalug wear knee length skirt with butterfly sleeves blouse and men are knee level shorts
with a very fit jacket. It is enhanced with diamonds, horizontal lines , triangles colored yellow,
and the Umayamnon who appears as different to other menuvu groups because their suit is the
same as the Bukidnons but the dominant color is Royal blue because they are very loyal to the
Philippine Flag. In terms of body ornaments, these tribes do not have big difference in their
accessories and props. Both are using materials made of beads but they differ only in the manner
of how it will be use, who will use and as the identity of the group. The Bukidnons do have the
“pingganggahanan”with a panika; dominant color is red, black, white and yellow while the
Menuvu uses sudlay or a comb with balls of different colors which are made out of yarn thread.
For other props, most of it are similar and are common to all indigenous groups. Finally,
Bukidnon and Menuvu do not have difference in their figures and steps. They usually do mincing
steps, jumping, hopping, wide or long stride of walking steps
CONCLUSION
Based from the findings, indigenous tribes of Bukidnon do not have big difference in the
manner how dances are being performed and enhanced with the use of different accessories,
props, costumes, designs, figure and steps and the instruments used to produced back ground
music. These groups only occur slightly different from each other in terms of color, dress cut,
use and placements of accessories and the beats and rhythms for the music. For Bukidnons like
the Higa-onon, Talaandig and Bukidnon groups, they find their dress as ankle long gown and
long pants with vertical lines as dominant symbol with triangles and dominant color is red, black
and white. While the Menuvu namely, Menuvu, Tigwahanon and Matigsalug wear knee length
skirt with butterfly sleeves blouse and men are knee level shorts with a very fit jacket. It is
enhanced with diamonds, horizontal lines , triangles colored yellow, and the Umayamnon who
appears as different to other menuvu groups because their suit is the same as the Bukidnons but
the dominant color is Royal blue because they are very loyal to the Philippine Flag.
Moreover, Bukidnon and Menuvu indigenous tribes do not have big difference in their
accessories and props. Both are using materials made of beads but they differ only in the manner
of how it will be use, who will use and as the identity of the group. The Bukidnons do have the
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“pingganggahanan”with a panika; dominant color is red, black, white and yellow while the
Menuvu uses sudlayor a comb with balls of different colors which are made out of yarn thread.
For other props, most of it are similar and are common to all indigenous groups. Bukidnon and
Menuvu do not have difference in their figures and steps. They usually do mincing steps,
jumping, hopping, wide or long stride of walking steps.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH/RECOMMENDATIONS
An on-going extension project for this study and to further examine and strengthening the
implementation of Free Prior Informed consent which cannot be felt during the Kaamulan where
most of these dance are performed by non IPs which it turn out to be an open presentation and
carnival and that therefore, there should be strict compliance to the requirements in performing
and presentations using the bukidnon culture.
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